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 Hackers have started taking help from ancient techniques like Telepathy and 

Hypnosis as Psychotronic Weapons for committing cybercrimes. 

Psychotronic Weapons mean Brain Manipulation from a Distance. These 

weapons interact with the nervous system of the target individual, affecting 

the target's conscious and subconscious mind, and resulting in suffering. A TI 

is a person being tortured by Psychotronic Weapons [2]. 

 

There are a variety of means that are used remotely to harm and control their 

target. Some of these techniques are Voice-to-Skull (V2K), Synthetic 

Telepathy, Electronic Harassment, Microwave Hearing, Boys-to-School 

technology, Voice-of-God weapon, and Brain- Computer-Interface (BCI). 

You may have not heard of these terms earlier, but we found many websites 

dedicated to this phenomenon. These voices are being transmitted by 

microwaves and by misuse of online surveillance technologies. These 

methods, unfortunately, have become another tool to aid organized crimes 

run by criminals and terrorist groups worldwide. Media in the USA had 

widely reported such types of cybercrimes in the past decade. Their law 

enforcement agencies faced challenges to counter such offenses. We would 

like to bring to your attention an overview of this less talked about form of 

online crime and a few ways to protect ourselves from being its victims. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In this online era, many countries are shifting the 

focus more to paperless options We can say to the 

‘Digital World’ to bring more transparency in all 

dealings. Nothing has been left untouched whether 

we talk of social life or the livelihood requirement of 

every individual. Dependence on information and 

communication technology has become an integral 

part of our day-to-day life. The Internet era has 

changed the ways of doing business, receiving and 

giving services, and has connected every industry 

online. Because of this, the personal and financial data 

of every business -- employees/ clients/ customers/ 

contractors, etc has to be safeguarded per ‘right to and 

need to’ access criteria. A minor negligence in 

security can lead to major cybercrime in today’s 

digital world [1].  

During the recent pandemic, many organizations 

have been affected by various types of cybercrimes, 

especially data breaches. With the advancement in 

technology, it is getting challenging to work on 

solutions to counter rising cybercrimes, safeguard our 

interests, and secure our personal information. It, 

therefore, becomes imperative to highlight these 

fewer known forms of psychotronic crimes. This has 

also been talked about by technology experts as part 

of Stalking -- a pattern of repeated and unwanted 

intrusion -- by a person into the life of another in a 

manner that leads to mental abuses like distress, fear, 

anxiety, and bullying. 

Before the finding of a computerized cheat, the term 

Stalking was popularized in the late 1980s to describe 

a form of abuse and torture next to intensity or anger 

namely accepted through the ages. It fast received 

acknowledged to be culturally distasteful in the 

Western experience closing the support to the state of 

equality for wives and the court of household 

violence. To that magnitude, the following is a public 

assembly that stood in the public and enlightening 

context. 

Most of them were unaware of how voice-to-skull 

technology operates. It appeared that some operators 

became reckless in torturing these victims using 

voice-to-skull technology, especially in Bengaluru.  In 

another case, a student in CSIR, Durgapur reported 

that he started hearing voices in November 2019. 

Along with voices, he also experienced seeing 

temporary projections in front of him which initiated 

a change in his behaviour. Constantly bothered by 

these voices and projections a petition to legalize 

Euthanasia was registered by him. 

 

II. HOW THE CYBERCRIME TAKE PLACE AND 

WHO IS BEHIND THESE ATTACKS? 

Before executing a psychotronic attack, the criminal 

would hack into the gadgets and different types of 

communication devices used by the target. This could 

include hacking mobiles, landlines, the Internet, 

email, postal mail, Wi-Fi connections, and security 

cameras. Then the electronic voices are delivered 

with the help of a microwave or satellite. The 

criminal could be in a remote location using a laptop 

or next door using desktops. 

Advanced forms of such attack could also be secretly 

injecting some neurotransmitter chips with assigned 

cell numbers. These would run off through the body 

electricity of those targeted people. These cell phone 

numbers are then run through a computer and a 

computer translates your thoughts. This technology 

has been available or provided to the US military for 

sixty years. 

A member of FFHS in the USA, Derrick Robinson 

states, depending on the extent of attacks, such mind 

games could be carried out by anyone, like corrupt 

business entrepreneurs, elements of a rogue 

government, and private citizens. So, the perpetrators 

of these attacks could be an individual with a network 

of co-conspirators, a business, or a corporation. 
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III. PREVENTION OR STEPS TO REDUCE THIS 

CYBERCRIME 

 

1.  Avoid participating in forums or sites that 

encourage anonymous posts, like Topix.com. These 

sites have a history of user complaints about allowing 

inappropriate content to remain on their sites and not 

taking sufficient steps to block the person who posted 

it. [1][5]  

2.  Use Google Alerts to avoid spam. This will 

facilitate email notifications being sent to you 

whenever your or your family member's name 

appears online. 

3.  Avoid utilizing any friendly network or 

connecting to the internet forum as you are 

connected to the internet diary. Venting in rank 

modernizes and posting tales about your personal 

history are smooth ways for society with distressing 

purposes to take advantage of you. It's main to realize 

that, while in legitimate life, few things aren’t 

conveyed expected shared accompanying the public. 

If you should share entity personal accompanying 

someone else connected to the internet, transmit 

them a private idea or an email. [1][5]  

4.  Although advantageous, these steps are not 

completely infallible and can't guarantee that you or a 

family appendage achieved be badgered connected to 

the internet. While it's main to follow these steps, it's 

evenly main that you enact a talk accompanying your 

children about the reason it's never O.K. to badger or 

bully a dignitary connected to the internet. 

The key to the conclusion of cyber-badgering and 

high-tech-following start at home and includes of our 

educating our youth on how the expected kind, 

mature mathematical settlers. 

5.  Finally, try utilizing binaural beats, it helps us to 

diminish this torture, do few contemplations, and go 

through carcass complete and sudden withdrawal 

from an addictive substance commonly to form the 

party salty and help accomplish the aftereffects of this 

photoelectric torture on tangible and insane strength. 

A civil rights group in the USA, Freedom from Covert 

Harassment and Surveillance (FFCHS) started a 

connection to the internet petition against 

systematized stalking and photoelectric torture. Its 

appendage chosen Derrick Robinson the one leading 

this public group FFCHS has happened to share the 

casualties by taking deterrent designs. In Johnson 

Valley (USA), an immunity family was unlocked to 

help crowd the one trust they were being targeted. 

They also suggested steps like building an acoustic 

noise-canceling room by using an RF meter. There 

are various objects which can help you to build an 

acoustic noise cancellation room like noise 

cancellation headphones, and acoustic or noise 

absorbing foams which can easily fit in your room.  

  

IV. THINKING OF VICTIMS BEING HARASSED 

 

Several US residents in Johnson Valley said that they 

are victims. When the cybercrime investigation took 

place to what they called electronic harassment, they 

found out that the victims had their theories as to 

why they were being harassed. The reasons for 

victims were as follows: - 

One: The victim thinks he was targeted because he 

was gay. The other victim thought he was harassed 

because he reported to people, someone was selling 

drugs. 
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The other: Victim worked with the government and 

had heard a lot of people coming in saying that they 

are hearing voices through their teeth. For most of 

the victims, all those voices have been a nightmare 

for them. 

V. AVERAGE POPULATION OF VICTIMS 

There is no official assessment of the population of 

victims spread worldwide. More than 300 victims 

have been found in the USA in the past decade and 

the remaining ones are being tracked across the state 

through hoarding boards.  Psychiatrist Dr. Alan 

Ducker thinks that it does tend to occur more in 

populations of individuals who are marginalized or in 

some way sigma ties in society.  

This misdeed is dedicated against 60% of silver 

daughters the ones that are old from 30 to 38. In the 

Western planet, the allotment of adult mothers is 0.66% 

and 0.17% of adult fellows. They all can have endured 

the emotional happening of being group-followed or 

what we voice group-followed at a few points in our 

lives. But in Palm Springs (USA) skilled are nearly 98% 

of vivid guys are. 

 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SUR EY (2009): 

According to an anonymous survey result, the last 

research conducted on (dated 19-Dec-2009) about 

mind control victims or targeted victims (TI), the data 

showed that among 296 mind control victims or 

targeted victims all over the world, there were almost 

130 female victims and 166 male victims among 

which 71.29% of all the victims had completed their 

college degree, while 13.86% of people among all 

victims had obtained a Master’s degree or a Doctorate 

degree.[1][2] 
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VII. DETECTION OF VOICE TO SKULL: 

Voices-to-skull (V2K) attacks can be detected by 

individuals with their own experiences. Victims need 

to keep observation over self-activities which later 

can be used to detect V2K attacks. Some noticeable 

effects of voices can be heard when an individual is 

alone, reading books, or doing work at the workplace. 

Whispering-like voices can be heard which later goes 

on to increase like another individual or own-self is 

trying to communicate with him/her [5][7]. When 

the voices are cleared, individuals may experience a 

wide variety of symptoms which may be mental or 

physical.  

Mental symptoms may include depression, delirium, 

hallucination (auditory hallucination), and extreme 

mood changes. Withdrawal from friends and 

activities may suffer by targeted individuals. Altered 

emotions like induced anger, loss of sleep, Memory 

loss, thought suppression, fear, joy, shame, 

nervousness, hate [7], and sadness are common 

mental symptoms. This result may lead TI to commit 

a deadly crime. 

Physical symptoms may be headaches, excessive 

perspiration, insomnia, severe itching, arthritis, 

eyesight becoming blurred, teeth snapping together 

when drowsy, pain in all areas body, shortness of 

breath and choking sensations, dream manipulation, 

and involuntary hand tremors. Hearing voices may 

lead to forcing individuals to speak, shout or speak 

things which later cannot be memorized. Both mental 

and physical symptoms may be treated by the 

medication or may disappear without any treatment. 

By noticing unusual signs and symptoms, an 

individual can identify self as a victim of V2K. 

Government agencies may be able to detect V2K by 

regularly monitoring networks and satellite 

transmission signals. 

 

VIII.   WHAT SHOULD BE DONE BY THE 

GOVERNMENT TO STOP THIS CRIME? 

Voice-to-skull or electronic harassment needs 

sophisticated instruments, devices, servers, and 

networks. This may include Satellite transmitting 

signals which are used to make targeted individuals 

hear voices. Our government must keep an eye on 

such servers.  

The companies providing such devices or parts of 

devices should be strictly under the surveillance of 

various government authorities.  In a news article 

from 2008, it was published as “US army had 

developed a synthetic telepathy system”. The motive 

for developing such a system was to convey messages 

and order through thoughts to their soldiers which 

later was known as Synthetic Telepathy. But later, 

mind experts used this technology for committing 

crimes against innocent people [2][4]. 

There is a need to stop such non-censual 

experimentation and covert torture programs of these 

remote monitoring and weaponized technologies.  

Our government should implement policies and 

specific laws such as: - 

1.   Companies providing such specialized devices or 

any parts relating to these devices should be assigned 

a specific code.  

2.  Before selling any device, the purchase purpose of 

the Buyer must be stated by Seller and Recipient 

(Buyer- a company or End User). Both parties must 

publicly notify and validate under single-shared code 

at a dedicated government portal for future reference 

and open record. 

3. Any experimentation work by anyone on such 

sophisticated technology should be permitted only 

under the surveillance of Government agencies, and 

submitting each file and procedure to authorities 

should be mandatory.  

4.  Records of transmission of signals from satellites 

and networks should be monitored regularly.  

5.  A Committee of Senior Medical Experts (especially, 

Neurologists and Psychiatrists) should periodically 
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review and assess the targeted users; and access to 

extract as much information as they can to expose the 

malafide operators. 

6.  Retired and elderly citizens volunteering with the 

motive of social welfare should be given a stipend to 

work locally at a Vigilance room with a sophisticated 

CCTV computerized setup. Such a room can be set up 

at any local Community Centres, Government 

Hospitals, Road-side Temples, at any local 

Government property within a radius of 2 km.  This 

will give impetus to our senior citizens' knowledge 

pool and aids them with part-time employment.  Toll-

free numbers are to be set up for victims to report any 

such experience. 

7.  Recognition by the Government for its Study as a 

full-time or professional subject is much needed. 

Studying for advanced research on its side effects and 

effects by Ph.D. students should be given as much 

Scholarship and weightage as any other educational 

subject. Similar to bug bounty programs of big 

companies, healthy competitions should be organized 

from time to time to expose any misuse of these 

devices. [2][4] 

IX. CONCLUSION 

Any person who suspects becoming a victim could 

save themselves from such an attack, by observing 

each movement of action going inside and outside the 

brain and reporting these attacks to respective 

agencies and/or psychiatrists. Although cyber gang 

stalking appears to be a widespread phenomenon but 

has been subject to little scientific examination.  

So, we would conclude this with an example: if 

spying was earlier limited to gathering information 

about an enemy or a competitor to seek profits and/or 

revenge; this has now gone to the next level by 

paying-off off criminals to launch various 

psychotronic attacks to secretly kill the target. Since 

there is no scene of the crime and no witnesses or 

evidence to prove guilt, the perpetrator remains 

uncaught under the typical legal ambit.  

Hence, all these psychotronic attacks upon its victims, 

although factual but only validates a description of 

this phenomenon; assessed by a methodology and not 

just assumptions. This study provides a groundwork 

upon which further research can be done in our 

country. 
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